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Title word cross-reference

N [RKBL19], z [LCZL14].
-Equivalent [LCZL14], -way [RKBL19].
19 [FSZ+22].
2.0 [DKD21]. 2002 [Ano02]. 2013 [HP15].
Abandoned [KCAS23], Abbreviated [SRTR17], ABC [SF18], Able [HNRA20].
Abstract [PSZ21, XMA+14, Jac95a, Pon02].
Abstractive [Gun00]. Abstraction [AEK+16, ZNZ+23, CF03, Egy02].
Abstractions [PSZ21, BG98, DBGU13].
Acknowledgement [ACM05]. ACM [NP08], across [CSV13], action [HN98].
Active [ASNB19, MS15]. ActivFORMS [WI23]. Activities [SHLW21, WFW+20].
Architecture-centric [HWH14].
Architecture-Implementation [ZCT18].
Architecture-Level [BNB14].
[Jac95a, DR10, HE13, SGR]. Aspect-
[RS09]. aspect-oriented [DR10, HE13, SGR]. AspectJ
[HZS08, MHRK11]. Aspects
[GCX+22, SZH+19, BTH14]. Assembly
[AM04]. Assessing
[ACF97, Cai20, CXH23, RST+14, VBD+18, YHL+22]. Assessment
[CMM+15, LIWW+22, GJ08, PJJRR10, SR05, Wey96]. assigned
[BLH11]. Assignments
[AFY+22]. assistance
[GN93]. assume
[CAC08]. assume-guarantee
[CAC08]. Assumptions
[HG+16, IWY00]. ASTOOT
[DF94]. Atomic
[LIu22]. Atomicity
[MWP+21]. aToucan
[YBL15]. Attack
[WWZ+22, YX+23]. Attacks
[AMGBK22, EWS14, WC+20]. attribute
[KK93]. Attributes
[RF+23, GL14]. Augmenting
[DB+17, GCX+22]. Author
[AN06, TAW95]. Autoencoder
[CCX+20]. Automated
[ARC19, AG20, ASNB19, BLBB+23, CSW21, Egy02, FA14, FSB+15, GM01, GN93, HJ06, HAB+20, HCW+22, JO15, LRKF+22, DGD+19, MZA+22, MS14, NP+22, PGZ+20, RKBL19, STGR+21, SIB23, TM14, WB13, WC23, YBL15, ZSL+22, ZSW+22, BGO+14, CS12, CAC08, FN03, FRB+06, TBS29, XM07, XM08]. Automatic
[CGP+15, CF03, DS03, MGTR18, NBMK22, UKR21, BRP05, DO93].
Automatically
[CMM+15, CDK+21, Mem08, YJW+20, LS13]. Automating
[GXZ+22]. Automaton
[EM18]. Autonomous
[AM23, FDC+21]. Avoiding
[He06]. Aware
[HGC+22, KAT12, LIWW+22, MS15, VLJ+18, WYW+22, CYA22, DFB99a, DFB99b, MGMM11, WYM+20, WXL+21].
B [SB06]. back [Not13]. Based
[AB12, ARL+15, ASMP+16, AFHC22, BMM+17, BC23, CLI+22, DDE11, GZ+22, GGZ+15, JZL+19b, KS+22, LXL+22, LHX21, MWP+21, MFB+22, OKS+16, SMB+21, SGD15, SVHB23, TLP+22, TSPR+18, WB13, YXK+17, ZA22, ZLY+21, ZWH+21, AAP+20, AG22, ABC+22, AVAS23, BG+92, BCTW96, BT22, CMBPI3, CDSM+10, CY11, CCX+20, CL23, Cia93, CMCP+99, CPPRM03, CW08, C19, DBUG+13, DBP+13, GGGU21, HAM09, HAB13, KATS12, KKLS+2, KKP+22, Kip92, KK04, Kuh99, LY05, LH08, MMST14, Mem08, MB07, MS03, MG00, MPF+14, NLR+11, OPK+21, POB+07, PZS+20, QN+13, RXX+19, RKBL19, SS06, SGE00, SB02, Shn96, TZZ09, TPT+13, THBH+06, TD01, TK02, UKM04, WAF00, WXL+21, W23, XM07, XCKX13, XLR20, YHC+13, ZYL+23, ZZX+21, OHDB92]. Baseline
[SP+18, WO+15]. Bash
[DLT+23]. basis
[AG97, AG98]. Bayesian
[FTF+22, PLM15, SYY19]. BDD
[HL08]. BDD-based
[HL08]. Be
[CL23]. Behavior
[FB+12, DGR18, MAK+22, SS02, DBUG+13, LK14, MG00, PP93, UKM04]. Behavior-consistent
[SS02]. Behavioral
[CZ19, GLFW22]. behaviors
[IWY00]. Benefit
[BMC+23]. benefits
[HL08, MC08]. Better
[LIWW+22, YB20]. between
[CXH23, Gum00]. Beyond
[GWD+21]. Bilevel
[SKBD14]. Binaries
[JPS22]. BIP
[ABB+18]. BiRD
[JPS22]. Black
[PGZ+20, RMCT+22, CTC98]. Black-box
[PGZ+20, RMCT+22]. Bloat
[NWB+18, XMA+14]. Blockchain
[AMGBK22, YBZK21, ZOJH+21]. Blockchain-Powered
[ZOJH+21]. Boa
[DNR+15]. Bookkeeping
[HSB+23]. Boolean
[CCX11, KB07]. Boosting
[CS22, GXLG21]. Bootstrap
[SMY19]. Bot
Combatting [LCL+23]. Combinatorial [NL11]. Combining [DBNG15, Hie14, SMAC08, XZZL18].
Completion-aware [WYW20]. Complex [BS16]. Component [SEM17, BCC92, CMP13, Ham09, IVY00, VI13].
Computing [BPSSA+22, LIL+20, OHDB92, TC20, EF05, FGL+12, MZ09, RMP97, XCCY10]. Concept [PGM12, Sne96]. Concepts [DG17, MG00, SGL12]. Conceptual [QT12, TZZ09]. Concerns [MVM07, RM07].
Concurrency [MQLR16, ZSL+13, DL13, YTL+95].
Concurrent [AGRR19, MNB+22, Cor00, DKM+94, DCCN04, HZZ13, MRK+97, PTY95].
Conditional [EBE+14]. conditions [KB07, SRK06]. ConE [MNB+22].
Conference [MP14]. Configurable [AMS+18, CGZ23]. Configuration [BNB14, ELvdH+05, Gun00, Je99].
confounding [XZLC14]. Conjunction [ZJ93]. ConMem [ZSL+13]. connection [AG97, AG98]. connectors [LWF03].
Consent [RBPG23]. Considered [XCS+22]. Consistency [SEM17, HJL96, NEFE03, PBO07, XCCY10]. Consistent [LRL+22, SS02].
Consolidation [LUD13]. constrained [BM13, WRD+22]. Constraint [DBNG15, GWD+21, SSB20, XCCY10].
Constraints [CZ19, DDMM22, MWK15, QT12, SGD15, CY11, CK96, OO92].
constructing [Hen97]. Construction [ARL+15]. Constructs [KS20].
Contributions [KCAS23]. Contributor
[KCAS23]. Contributor-Abandoned


Corrigenda [DFB99a]. Cost [CST16, FCLL21, NPB22, ZOJH21, ATW94, Bre95, REM+04, Wey96]. Cost-Effective [ZOJH21, FCLL21, NPB22, REM+04].

Cost-Effectiveness [CST16].


Crash [GWD+21, ZSL+13, ZSL+22].

Crash-Triggering [ZSL+13]. Crasher [CSX08]. creation [MS22]. Criteria [MKW15, MB20, OKS+16, TAA+19, Hie02, KSD08, XL20]. critical [GM01, MS94].

Cross [LLZ+22, ZYL+18, DCS09]. Cross-Language [LLZ+22]. cross-organizational [DCS09].


Databases [AG20]. dataflow [KSD08]. Dataset [YHL+22]. Datasets [UGKR22].

Date [OL22]. David [Ros13b]. DC [GRS+16]. Deadlines [DBNG15].


Debugging [CMM+15, FSP+13, J015, MQLR16, ZNZ+23, AM04, HRD08, OSH04, QRL12].

Decentralized [EHF20, ML00]. Deciding [SGD15]. Decision [HGW+16, XW+22].

Decisions [AMGBK22, LLS+21, AM11].


Deep [CYA22, CWW+20, CWH+21, HGC+22, KFY23, LLSM22, LGX+22, MPT+21, NBMK22, RMCT22, XWL+21, WCP+22, XLW+22, YHL+22, ZFL+22, ZZZ+22, ZRG+23, ZZX+21].

DeepWukong [CWH+21].

Defect [FAP22, KS20, XLX+22, ZYL+18, SM12].


Demystifying [SCL+23]. Denoising [BXX+20].

Dependence [FCLL21, PXJ17, Dil97, SHR01, SRK06].
dependencies [Jac95a, OSH04].
dependencies [BGO+14, Gun00, Rob08].

Dependency
RCAH23, SEM17, CY11, GL14,
dependency-based [CY11],
dependency-driven [GL14]. Deployed
[BGO+14, Gun00, Rob08].

Description
Bjø99, DvdHT05, DJ97.

Design
[AROK21, AMGBK22, BPT10,
CCX+20, EK11, LSN+23, Liu22, DDGR18,
MFL12, SGR+15, BM07, BO92, BRRP05,
BFN+14, CSC06, CR94, FBC+13, FP02,
GGLT07, LL00, MRK+97, RS09, SS06, SB06,
SGR+10, YTL+95, ZB13].

Designers
[AVY11].

Detecting
[AYV11, CWH+21, GCX+22,
DDGR18, MM13, WCB+20, YHL+22,
ZSL+13, Jac95a, LS13].

Detection
[CA10, CL22, CCY+21, EKL+19, GHM18,
JPS22, LRCS14, MNB+22, MS14, NBK22,
RD15, RX+19, SKB14, UGRK22,
WWZ+22, XMA+14, XGF+23, XYM+23,
ZAW92, ZFL+22, ZLW+21, ZYW+21, FN03,
Kuh99, SMT92, TK02, XR13].

Detector
[ZZX+21].

deterministic
[OLR+96].

deterministic
[HT17].

Developer
[BC19, CDK+21, CCY+21, EHEZ21,
KS22, SHLW21, WFW+20, CF10,
FMH+14, SIN10].

Developers
[Ben19, CH23, FSZ+22, PZS+20, PLZ+22,
YBP+22, ZWCH21].

Developing
[HRD08, TAA+19, ZJ020, ZOJH21, MGMM11].

Development
[BC19, BS22, CFL+16, GTD21,
LKR22, LCC+22, MNB+22, MS15, TG23,
ZCT18, AM11, DvdHT05, EAS08, ELN+92,
GJ08, KK93, MFH02, PSV01, SCK13, Tiw08].

development-oriented
[AM11].

deviations
[CDF96].
diagnosis
[NLR11].

Diagram
[BP05].

Diagrams
[AB23, Bni13, Egy02, Esh06, LK14].

Differential
[MQLR16, NWZ+23, TCDZ19].

Dijstra
[AN02].

Directed
[MC15, DCTC11, Directed
SDLC23, YPRK14, NWZ+23].

discipline
[KLV05].

Discovering
[CW98, GL11].

Discovery
[Böh18, SPK14, GL14].
discrete
[Ost99].

Discussions
[EHE21].

Dissecting
[FMMC23b, FMMC23a].

Distinguishing
[HT17].

Distributed
[BLX+20, DD12, FCLL21, GTD21, Hie14,
TG11, WME93, KK93, MU00].

Distribution
[HGC+22, TS09].

Distribution-Aware
[HGC+22].

Diversifying
[MJS+21].

diversity
[HAB13].

Do
[CMM+15, CXLG22, JA22, LYYC14,
PLZ+22, SURL11, YZP+22, CAC08].

Documentation
[CXH23, HCW+22, UKR21, TBS92].

Documenting
[SGR+15].

documents
[SMT92].

Does
[CXH+21, FSM+15].

Domain
[ASNB19, BJ02, BM+23, HZS08,
ZE14, BJMH02, BAD08, Hier09, JW94,
SS06, ZAW92].

Domain-specific
[HZS08, BJH02, SS06].

domain-testing
[JW94].

domains
[Hie02].

Dormant
[FAP22].

Driven
[CLBY18, DG17, PVHW17, BDL06, GL14,
GTD21, KKP+23, NP22].

Driving
[BKD+23].

DSDF
[CSX08].

DSDF-Crasher
[CSX08].

Duplicate
[WYMW20].

Duplication
[ZLW+21, DER10].

during
[FSZ+22].

Dynamite
[MPF14].

Formally [WI23, CMCP99]. Formatted [TC20]. Forms [BLBB23].
Founded [WI23]. Form [ZJ97, CD98]. frames [KK04]. Framework [AEK+16, CTA+21, DR11, KAT12, MS15, SIB23, WWZ+22, XW22, YBL15, BCTW96, CDP04, CDFG96, Dev99, For94, MS03, SGL12, WGG13].
Free [RCAH23, KGA+12, vdBV96]. Freedom [ABB+18].

Functional [Bro93, GD08, RST+14, MGP+13].
Functions [BCGB21, Hi09, MPG+13, VKV03].
FuzzBench [FMMB23a, FMMR23a].
Fuzzing [ZKW+23a, ZKW+23b]. Fuzzy [FMMB23b, FMMR23a].

Gas [ZJW91]. general [CCX11].
Generalizable [DLSC23]. Generated [CMM+15, LS13, WGSD07]. Generating [ARG17, DRW96, GXX+20, HT17, IC14, SSB20, YJW+20, Kli93]. Generation [Arc19, AG20, BFFG19, FA14, FSM+15, GZX+22, GSYT21, HLL+20, HAB+20, HCW+22, MZA22, MGTR18, SMBO21, WXL+21, XN22, ZZA22, ZZS+22, vdBV96, EFO5, FK96, FRB+06, HZS08, PWX14].
Generative [KAT12]. Generator [NKWF14, D093].
Generic [CWM+20, LL00]. Genetic [DBNG15, YXK+17]. GENOA [Dev99].
Goals [BBS16, DBPU13]. Google [CCH+21]. governed [MU00].

HAMP [KGA+12]. handle [LYYC14].
Heuristic [ZHO+18, ZZX+21]. Hidden [SCL+23].
Hierarchical [CGZ23, YWC16, BO92, SLD+13, WJ10].
hierarchies [CCX11]. hierarchy [BM13, DFB99a, DFB99b, LY05].
hierarchy-aware [DFB99a, DFB99b]. high [CF03]. high-quality [CF03]. Higher [GXSC21, LWF03, XTW+23].
Higher-Order [GXSC21, LWF03, XTW+23]. Highly [AMS+18]. HINNPerf [CG23].

human-centered [CDFG96]. Hybrid [GXSC21, GSH97, ZMM+16, CRST12, CSX08]. Hybridized [BBS16]. Hyper
Hyper-Heuristic [ZHO+18].
Hypermutation [ZA22].
Hyperparameter [LLSM22].
Impact-Driven [SRTR17].
Identifying [CDKP21, GLL].
Influence [Hie02, Hie09].
iBiR [KKP+23].
ICSE [MP14].
IDE [XVN22].
Identification [GHM18, WRD+22, WC23, ZSW+22].
Identifier [SRTR17].
Identifying [CDKP21, GLL+21, MVM07].
Identity [ZQS+23].
II [MKS+15].
Image [CCX+20].
Impact [CST16, ELvdH+05, FAP22, LLSM22, LLS+21, PVHW17, Tiw08, ZLW+21, EAS08, MA14, RSB05, SGG+14].
Impact-Driven [PVHW17].
Impacts [TDT+22].
Implementation [KDM17, Liu22, ZCT18, BO09, BPT10, LH08, SB02].
Implementations [GZSW19, NWZ+23, TTL+21, TCDZ19].
implementing [CDP04].
implicit [SPAK10].
implied [UKM04].
Important [LXL+22].
Improve [ABC+22, CCH+21, VHNF22].
Improved [CST16].
Improvement [CXH+21, SR05].
Improving [ASNB19, BGO+14, Cai20, PWB23, WYMW20, YHL+22, DPT13, GJ08, LH02].
In-Depth [XCS+22, SBLB23, ZXL14].
In-IDE [XVN22].
In-Process [WYW+22].
Incoming [Pez19d].
Incompatibility [XGF+23].
inconsistencies [CDFG96, GZ05].
inconsistent [HN98].
Incremental [DPB17, UKM04, YPRK14, KK93, KF07].
incrementally [KCLS02].
Independent [WHP+23].
Index [Ano96, TPT13].
index-sensitive [TPT13].
Indicators [AAP+20].
Inductive [ASJDW21, BG96].
Industrial [OKS+16, CMCP+99, FLM+98, SR05].
Industrially [VHNF22].
Industry [MS22].
Industry-Academia [MS22].
Inference [NBB15, SMY19].
Inferring [EM18, MG00, RO18].
Inflow [ZMM+16].
influence [Sin10].
Issues [LCL+23, Pez23]. items [Gun00]. iterative [For94].

J [TS09]. J-Orchestra [TS09]. Java [BS07, Cor00, HRD08, KM10, LTX19, MRR05, RD15, SBBL23, SRTR17, SGHM23, SVDHB23, TS09, WHP+23, XR13].


Just-In-Time [NXL+22].

KBSE [DJ97]. Key [GCX+22, SAB+14]. Killing [CPCT21]. KLEESpectre [WCB+20]. Knee [CLBY18]. Knee-Driven [CLBY18]. Know [YZP+22]. Knowledge [CH21, GZX+22, MS22, TG23, FMMH+14, KK04, MG00]. knowledge-based [KK04, MG00]. Kristen [Ano02].

L2S [XW22]. Label [VCF21, ML00].

Language [AROK21, DLT+23, KJHY22, LLZ+22, WB13, XVN22, BGdV92, CL94, CFM00, GZ05, JPL98, SHO95, TY92, WAF00, MRRR02]. language-based [BGdV92, WAF00].

Languages [Bj19, CXH23, FFT22, BJMH02, BHR95, DSM10, DvdHT05, HZS08, KSD08, RSB05, vdBV96].

Larch [CL94]. Larch/Smalltalk [CL94].

Large [BN14, DNRN15, FA14, KCAS23, LJJ+20, LLZ+22, MNB+22, Rus21, YZP+22, MC08, PSV01]. Large-Scale [BN14, FA14, LLZ+22, MNB+22, Rus21, YZP+22, PSV01]. latent [BG+04].

Lattice [DDE11]. Lattice-Based [DDE11].


Learning-based [BT22, ZZX+21]. legacy [THHB06]. Less [PBU16]. Lessons [RCAH23]. Level [BN14, DG18, AM04, CTCC98, KSD08, MMST14, Sin10]. levels [CTC01]. Leveraging [CH21, VCF21].

lexical [MN96]. libraries [ZW95]. Library [DKD21, OHDB92]. License [XGF+23].

LiDetector [XGF+23]. Life [VCF21, SS02]. Lightweight [GHM18, MN96, Ja02].

LIME [MPR06]. Line [CTA+21, DL11, ZCT18]. Linear [SP18, ZAW92]. Lines [HLL+20, HAB+20, XZZL18, BJMH02, KATS12, Sin10].

Linking [KS20, SZH+19, FC00]. Links [PWB23, DFOT07]. Literature [LCS+22, SBMK21, TWS+22, WC+22].

liveness [DBP13, SGE00]. Local [ABB+18, TC20, ZWGX22]. Localisation [YXK+17]. Localization [AFHC22, KMYK19, TSPRC18, MA14, XCKX13, YHC13]. locating [TD01].

Location [RWEB19, PGM12, ZLW+06]. Logic [BMM+17, XLW+22, DKM+94, PMS13, TPT13, ZS97]. Logic-Based [BMM+17]. logical [FGL+12, MS94].


Machine [BLBB23, CLL+22, DKD21, RFR23, TWB+19, ZLIW+21].

Machine-Learning-Based [ZLW+21].

Machines [PSZ21, WJ10]. macro [Sin10]. macro-level [Sin10]. Mae [RVMM04].

Maintainability [KDM17]. Maintaining [ZCT18]. majority [MM13]. Make [BKHT21, CM+15].

Malware [Cai20, GHM18, WCG+21, ZLW+21, ZWY+21].
Models-Detection [ZFL+22]. modern [RSB05]. modifiability [SGG+14].

Modular
[SGR+10, WLS+20, DvdHT05, FC00].

modularity [CS12, HE13, SPAK10].

modularization [BGO+14]. Molecular [EKL+19]. monadic [TPT13].

Monitoring [DDMM22, DDE11, EHF20, RBPG23].

Monotone [PSW+20]. Most [XW22]. motivations [HBB+09]. Mozilla [MFH02].

MPI [GSYT21]. Multi
[AROK21, BS16, BKD+23, CDEG03, CLBY18, CL23, DG18, LVBBC+18,
OKS+16, SYA21, XL20, ZHO+18].

Multi-Criteria [OKS+16, XL20].

Multi-Language [AROK21]. Multi-Level [DG18].

Multi-Objective
[CLBY18, LVBBC+18, ZHO+18, B KD+23, CL23, SYA21, XL20].

Multi-Step [BS16].

Multi-valued [CDEG03]. Multiagent
[DL11, ZJW03]. Multidimensional [GL11].

Multilevel [DGC14]. Multimodal
[MHK11]. multinational [Tiw08].

multiobjective [MY13]. Multitolerant
[EK11]. multiuser [KK93], multiview
[PBO07]. Mutant [ZWL+22, OLR+96].

Mutants [CPCT21, OSD+23]. Mutation
[KJHY22, OSD+23]. My
[CCH+21, CXH+21].

Names
[SRTR17]. Natural
[KJHY22, XVN22, GZ05]. need [LYYC14].

Needs [CXH23], nesting [MBH09].

Network [CWW+20, CWH+21, CGZ23,
RXX+19, WLS+20]. Network-based
[RXX+19]. Networks
[DLSC23, LLSM22, PLM15, XLW+22, Sin10].

Neural [CWW+20, CWH+21, CGZ23,
DLY+23, LLSM22, RXX+19, TWB+19,
XLW+22, ZYL+23]. Neuron [XLW+22].

next [HKMB+14]. no [RCAH23]. Node
[LJL+20]. Non [GGZ+15, HT17, MWP+21].

Non-Adequate [GGZ+15].

Non-deterministic [HT17].

Non-Serializable [MWP+21].

nonanomalous [DBPU13].

Nonequivalence [dFLSV14].

noninterference [DFG00]. notation
[FP02, Jac02]. notations [BP05, CDPO4].

Notkin [Ros13b]. Novice [CZ19]. NPC
[XLW+22]. Npm [RCAH23]. NSGA
[MKS+15]. NSGA-III [MKS+15]. Nudge
[MUB+23]. numerical [SMAC08].

Nygaard [Ano02].

Obfuscation [GHM18].

Obfuscation-Resilient [GHM18].

Obituary [Ano02]. Object
[AB12, GGGU21, LHX21, MS94, TG11, Cal95,
CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94,
Jac02, MRR05, RS09, RM03, SS02, SB02].

Object-Oriented
[AB12, MS94, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06,
DFB99a, DF94, RS09, RM03, SB02].

Object-Sensitive [LHX21]. objected
[DFB99b]. objected-oriented [DFB99b].

Objective
[CLBY18, HLL+16, HLL+20, LVBBC+18,
MK5+15, SHLW21, TAA+19, XZZL18,
ZHO+18, B KD+23, CL23, SYA21, XL20].

obliviousness [HE13]. OBSERV [TY92].

Observability [ZQS+23]. Observable
[HT17]. observational [PSV01]. OCL
[QT12]. Ole [Ano02]. Ole-Johan [Ano02].

One [Liu22]. Opacity
[ALMS22]. Open
[BSA22, BKHT21, CWM+20, KCAS23,
PL+22, RGCS14, TWS+22, WFW+20,
XGF+23, MFH02, Sin10].

Open-Source
[BSA22, KCAS23, PL+22, RGCS14, Sin10].

OpenStack [ZLT+22]. Operational
[SZH+19]. Operations
[SCL+23].

operators [OLR+96]. Opinion


slice-based [MB07]. slices [BFN+14].
Slicing [XMA+14, GSH97, LH02, TD01].
slicing-based [TD01]. Small
[HZBS14, Sin10]. small-world [Sin10].
Smalltalk [CL94]. Smart [AGHC+22].
CXLG22, HSB+23, YABLR20, ZOJH21.
SMC [SGE00]. Snell [SkSBD14]. Smells
[AROK21, DLT+23, HZBS14, RRPW21].
SMT [AGRR19, CH21]. SNIAFL
[ZZL+06]. Snippets [GXG+20]. SNOW
[Liu22]. SNOW-optimal [Liu22]. Socio
[JA22]. Socio-Technical [KAS20].
Sociotechnical [KAS20]. Software
[AAP+20, BNB14, BXL+22, BSA22,
BKHT21, Böh18, CL22, CBRO16, CTA+21,
CLBY18, CCY+21, CL23+21, CWL+21,
CZW21, CW99, CFl+16, CZ19, DHW98,
DLY+23, DR15, DNRR15, EWS14, EM18,
EF05, EW11, FSZ+22, FSM+15, FTF22,
GZSW19, GLFW22, HLL+20, HH95, JPS22,
KS22, KPC18, LCS+22, LGX+22, MNB+22,
MFBF+22, MGF+22, MFLL12, MBH+17,
MY13, MB20, MKS+15, MP14, OKS+16,
RKBL19, RGCS14, SP18, STS+18, SBMK21,
SMBK22, SMY19, SF18, SGhWG22,
TDT+22, TWS+22, UKGR22, VHNF22,
WB13, WPB19, WCP+22, WOM15,
XZZL18, XGF+23, XL20, YXL+22,
YQTR15, ZSHD20, ZHZ+21, AAG95,
ACF97, BCTW96, B092, BGO+14, BCD02,
CS12, CTC01, CM08, Cia93, CW98, CD04,
CD98, DwdHT05, DFOT07, DCCN04,
ELN+92, ELvdiH+05, FK96, FLM+98, GJ08,
Gum00, HBB+09, Hen97, HW12, JPL98,
JMS08, KK93, LASL13, LSV08]. software
[M MST14, MRRR02, MSW12, MFMH02,
MC08, NLR11, NP08, Off92, ODV+09,
PSV01, PP93, PMM+99, PSMV98, Rob08,
RSB05, SRK06, SN92, SH095, TZZ09, Tiw08,
TBS92, UFG14, VD13, WP93, WGG13,
XM07, XR13, ZW95, ZW97, DKD21].
Software-2.0 [DKD21].
Software-engineering [XL20]. Solution
[LJL+20]. Solutions [LLS+21, XL20].
Solved [XCS+22]. solver [KGA+12].
Solvers [XZZL18]. Solving
[AGRR19, CH21, SSB20, SED14, XL20].
Some [AVAS23, HZBS14]. Sound
[MWP+21, XL20]. Source
[BSA22, BKHT21, CWM+20, DNRR15,
GGH+23, HNRA20, KS20, KCS23,
KJHY22, MB15, PZS+20, PLZ+22, RGCS14,
SGR+15, SRTR17, SED14, TWS+22,
WLS+20, WFW+20, XGF+23, Dev99,
DER10, MFH02, MN96, RM07, SGG+14,
Sin10, SAB+14]. Source-Code
[DNRN15, SGR+15, SGG+14]. sources
[PSMV98]. Space
[STS+18, ZRGT23, CD98, DBDS94].
Special [HP15, MP14, NP08].
specialization [SS02]. Species [Böh18].
specific [BJMH02, BGL00, HZS08, SS06].
Specification [KAS20, KL21, XW22, ZW97,
Bro93, CDSM10, CL94, CR94, ELN+92,
FN03, Kuh99, LY05, MS94, PPP94, RMP97,
TK02, WME93]. specification-based
[Kuh99, LY05, TK02]. Specifications
[EHF20, PSW+20, CCX11, DSV03, FM94,
HJL96, HRD08, HN98, Jae95b, KB07,
MMST14, MS03, Pon02, PMS13, UKM04,
WP93, FPGA07]. specify [CFM00].
Specifying [PSZ21, DKM+94]. spectra
[NLR11]. spectra-based [NLR11].
Spectrum
[TSPRC18, YXK+17, MSW12, XCKX13].
Spectrum-Based
[TSPRC18, YXK+17, XCKX13].
Speculative [WCB+20]. Speed [ODE21].
Speeding [TTL+21]. spi [DSV03, ZSW+22].
Splitting [LLS+21]. spreadsheet
[FRB+06]. spreadsheets [RBL+01]. SQL
[AG20]. SSL [NZW+23, TCDZ19].
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[SGE00]. symposium [NP08].
Synchronisation [AGRR19].
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synthesis [MMST14]. synthesized
[PWX14]. Synthesizing
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Systematizing [HW12]. SystemC
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test-selection [BR01]. Test-suite [XL20]. Testability [AG22, BHL11, MB09]. Tester [MAK22]. Testers [FSM+15].

testing [DBNG15, AV23, AG22, ABC+22, BG96, BT22, Böhm18, CLL+22, CWW+20, CS22, DPB17, GGGU21, Hie14, KFY23, KPC18, MS+21, MAK22, MB20, NP22, NL11, NWZ+23, OS+23, PLP+23, PGZ+20, RMC122, SDL23, TCDZ19, TAA+19, WPB19, ZSHD20, ZRG23, Ber94, CTC98, CTO01, CM08, DRW96, DF94, DSV03, FRB+06, Ham09, HAB13, Hie09, JW94, KSO08, Kip92, Kuh99, LY05, MPR+13, MBH09, Mem08, MS03, NP08, Off92, OSH14, Pet97, RBL+01, REM+04, SS06, SM12, TM14, TK02, Wey06, XM08, ZAW92]. testing-based [Ham09]. Tests [GWD+21, PKHM22, SPK14, WC23, ZE14].

time-critical [MS94]. time-sensitive [Bro93, Cal95]. Time-travel [WWZ+22].

Timed [ALMS22, BAM+17, WAH23, PBCT10, SLD+13]. Timeliness [WPB19].


Token [HSB+23]. TokenAware [HSB+23].

Tool [MNP+22, dFLSV14, CSX08, ELN+92, MS03, MPF14, YTL+95, ZW95]. Tools [CL22, FSP+13, Ham09, SIB23, UGKR22, DRW96, Tiw08].
topics [BGO+14].

Topology [Rob08]. TOSEM [Pez23].

TOTAL [MZ09]. Trace [MWP+21, HZZ13]. Trace-Based [MWP+21]. Traceability [BFN+14, DFOT07]. Traces [DLSC22, MWP+21]. Tracking [HB22, DER10].


Transfer [KSK+22]. Transformation [ELKRF22, RSB21, BHL11, CF03, MB09].

Transformations [ASJNW21, AG22, BS16, ...]
DGD\(^{+}20\), NBMK22, TSPRC18, YHR92].
Transformer [GGH\(^{+}23\)]. Transforming
[MIK11, BHLL11]. transition [YBL13].
Translation [CLL\(^{+}22\), TBW\(^{+}19\), Zav04].
Transplantation [STGR21]. travel
[WWZ\(^{+}22\), traversal [YKC03]. Tree
[WLS\(^{+}20\), triage [AM11]. Triggering
[ZSL\(^{+}13\)]. TRIO [FM94]. trustability
[HH95]. Tuning [LSSM22]. Turnover
[ZLT\(^{+}22\)]. Twitter [STS\(^{+}18\)]. Two
[FSZ\(^{+}22\), MHHJ02, JGB12]. two-phase
[JGB12]. Type [ARL\(^{+}15\), KATS12, ODE21,
SGD15, BGL00, TD01]. Type-Based
[ARL\(^{+}15\), SGD15]. type-specific [BGL00].
Types [ASJDW21, SPAK10]. typestate
[FYD\(^{+}08\)]. Typing [DG17, DGD\(^{+}19\)].

UI [CCX\(^{+}20\), CCH\(^{+}21\)]. Ultra
[DNRN15, LJJ\(^{+}20\)]. Ultra-Large-Scale
[DNRN15, LJJ\(^{+}20\)]. UML
[BM13, BMM\(^{+}17\), BDL06, Esh06, MFF112,
QT12, SGG\(^{+}14\), SB06, YBL15]. UML-B
[SB06]. unbounded [JGB12]. Uncertainty
[BMC\(^{+}23\), CYA22, OL22, SBM21, WPB19,
ZZY\(^{+}21\), GJ08]. Uncertainty-aware
[CYA22]. Uncertainty-wise [ZZY\(^{+}21\)].
Understand [GL11, AAG95].
Understandable [CZ19]. Understanding
[ASMP16, DLRA15, DKD21, KCAS23,
LTX19, NWB\(^{+}18\), PSMV98]. Unified
[HZZ\(^{+}14\), ZS07, MRRR02]. Unifying
[CST16, RS09]. Uniqueness [WC23]. Unit
[FA14, FSL\(^{+}15\), KSD08, MJS\(^{+}21\), SPK14].
Unit-level [KSD08]. UNITY
[MR99, PRM01, RMP97]. Unnecessary
[HNRA20]. until [JGB12]. Unveiling
[WFW\(^{+}20\)]. Update [NPB22].
Update-driven [NPB22]. upper [CM08].
Usage [DKD21, DLT\(^{+}23\), KS20, MB20,
UKR21, ZOJH21]. usages [MPG\(^{+}13\)]. Use
[CDKP21, DGC14, SCK13, WCP\(^{+}22\),
ZZY\(^{+}22\), YBL15, D9J7, HBB\(^{+}09\), YBL13].
Used [CWM\(^{+}20\)]. User
[CCH\(^{+}21\), BRRP05, LASL13, SMT92].

Using
[AGRR19, BBS16, CL22, CBRO16, CWH\(^{+}21\),
CM00, Cor00, CTC\(^{+}23\), DLSC23, ETM22,
EM15, FA14, GSY21, HLL\(^{+}16\), HAB\(^{+}20\),
KX22, KMYK19, LKRF22, MVM07,
MGP\(^{+}13\), MKS\(^{+}15\), NBMK22, OKS\(^{+}16\),
SYA21, Wey96, XM08, XMA\(^{+}14\), XTW\(^{+}23\),
YLP\(^{+}22\), ALMS22, CK99, DFO07, DFG00,
IYW00, KK04, LS13, LH08, ML00, PGM12,
SLD\(^{+}13\), TC20, UKM04, XR13, ZW95].

utility [CSC06]. UTP [XTW\(^{+}23\)].

Validate [ZE14]. Validating
[FM94, MSW12]. Validation
[AMV23, CRST12, FDC\(^{+}21\), NWZ\(^{+}23\),
QT12, TCDZ19, CW99, DBGU13].
Validator [CYA22]. value [FBC\(^{+}13\), Hie06].
valued [CDEG03]. Variability
[AMS\(^{+}18\), VLJ\(^{+}18\)]. Variability-Aware
[VLJ\(^{+}18\)]. Variable
[CST16, DLY\(^{+}23\), ZYL\(^{+}23\)].
Variable-based [ZYL\(^{+}23\)]. Variant
[RKBL19]. Variant-rich [RKBL19].

variants [Jez99]. Variation
[EW11, SPAS21, PSMV98]. Verdict [Hie09].
Verification [ASJDW21, AGRR19, AMV23,
BCG21, BMM\(^{+}17\), BLS11, BDD\(^{+}22\),
CSV13, CH21, DDI22, EWS14, FDC\(^{+}21\),
GSX12, HG\(^{+}16\), LKR22, Liu22, NBB15,
QT12, RBPG23, BGL00, CDSM10, CY11,
DVS03, FGL\(^{+}12\), FGMP03, FYD\(^{+}08\), FC00,
MPF14, SGE00, WME93]. Verified
[AFY\(^{+}22\)]. Verifx [AFY\(^{+}22\)]. verify
[SMAC08]. Verifying
[CJMA00, GZSW19, DCCN04, SLD\(^{+}13\)].
Version [ARG17]. versioning [ZS97].
Versions [VCY21]. versus [CL23]. via
[BGO\(^{+}14\), CS22, DDI22, FCLL21, GWD\(^{+}21\),
GXLL21, KAS20, KJHY22, PWX14,
PLP\(^{+}23\), PWB23, SMY19, TBW\(^{+}19\),
WCB\(^{+}20\), XLW\(^{+}22\), YHL\(^{+}22\), ZAW92,
ZSW\(^{+}22\)]. Views [DL13, JAC95b]. violation
[LYY21]. Violations [MWP\(^{+}21\), MM13].
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